
1. artificial neccesities for body/mind, what to speak of soul.
2. yoga - life of controlling this tool of the body to maximize happiness
3. first principle I'm not this body, not rich, poor, no color, caste.
4. all these produce anxieties, prejudice, wars, all sufferings
5. I am not all these things, we say "my hand, leg, eye, etc."
6. I was there during all phases of my life, but I was always there, watching changes.
7. Will go on after death.
8. We love and adore life which is beautiful. It's life that is beautfiul.
9. It's the consciousness that makes things beautiful.
10. no one would take a dead body home. we love the thing inside the body.
11. we meditate on our bodies, other people's body's. wifes body, voice
baby's goo-goo, love the dog body, "come lick my face".
12. we love our country and feel need to serve.
13. we are serving one thing or the other to enjoy.
14. let's get free from the designations and limited. no more limited happiness.
no more limited relationships.
15 we need to realize beautiful thing inside all of us, the plants, animals, humans.
16. KC is about developing consciousness. singing, serving, feasting, dancing.
17. have to serve belly at least, but for how long?
18. How long serving wife, husband, family, do.
19. mind - accepting/rejecting one thing after the other, where is eternal pleasure.
20. We have to serve to bring highest happiness? We haven't found it.
21. Everything has saturatin
22. unlimited pleasure from chanting "Hare". source of all pleasure.
23. why we chant? try coca-cola for awhile. no bliss. but chant Hare Krishna and you'll realize 
substantial lasting happiness.
24. we'll realize we are pure consciousness, we're all pure consciousness, then we can experience full happiness, aloof from designations.
25. this is pure religion, this is the spirituality which underlies all organized religions.
26. what was I last life? not hindu, american, christian, black, white.
27. we were, are, and will be always tiny sparks of consciousness, always wanting to serve 
for happiness.
28. this realization is possible anywhere and everywhere at all times. to realize our 
eternal loving nature, to love the absolute.
29.give your love to the Absolute and all living beings, that is the point of real life and real
lasting happiness. it is the beautiful nature of our actual self.
30. not meant to be in these limited bodies and minds.
31. human life is meant for developing higher consciousness..it's a chance given by the 
Lord for going further, to evolve.
32. no one wants disease, anxiety or death. no one wants ignorance.
33. we want eternity, knowledge and blissful
34 . that is our self, that is our birthright. our love for the Absolute and all beings.
35. we're not pushing a religion. it is not a faith. it is not superficial. it is the foundation
of all religions, the actual pure, core spirituality.
36. this knowledge is the wealth of the East and known as the fountain of Youth. 
true wealth is spiritual knowledge.
37. the wealth of India is this liberating spiritual knowledge.
38. we're not asking that people live like us, chant, dance, feast in your own homes
39. do that done by all great souls, singing, dancing, feasting on spiritualized food.
40. let's make this our temple for right now, here in the park.

